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Chapter 1786

“F*ck, there are several people here and there’s a hole over there. Haha… It looks like these people
must have hidden in the cave last night!” Unexpectedly, around a dozen of Bloodshed Clan disciples
discovered Jackie and the others at this moment. They immediately flew over with smiles on their
faces.

“Tsk, tsk… Not bad. We discovered seven of them and there’s actually a beautiful lady among them.
Although her face is covered, I’m sure she’s a beautiful lady!” Another disciple of the Bloodshed Clan
also said with a smile on his face.

“Haha… Junior Brother, look at you! You fail to control yourself every time you see a beautiful woman.
If this continues, you might die in the hands of a woman in the future!” One of the old men started
laughing loudly.

Jackie looked at these people and a soft smile appeared at the corners of his mouth. “The one with the
highest fighting prowess is in the third-grade ultimate god-level and many of the others are in the true
god level. Tsk, tsk… There are too few of you as only five are in the ultimate god-level. It would be
better if there were more of you!”

The corners of the old man’s mouth twitched uncontrollably when he heard this. He was one of them
who was in the third-grade ultimate god-level.

He took a step forward and glared at Jackie angrily. “Young man, not bad. Unexpectedly, you can
assess our fighting prowess from far away when the fluctuation of power on our body isn’t so strong.
Haha…What do you mean by there are only two of us who are in the third grade ultimate god-level? I
think I alone will be enough to kill you people!”

After speaking, the old man did not waste more time talking. He tightened his fist and Chi came
surging out. The overwhelming imposing manner also slowly raised.

When his fists were completely covered in Chi, the old man rushed toward Jackie in a flash and directly
punched toward him.

“You?” A hint of contempt appeared in Jackie’s eyes when he faced the other party’s attack. He killed
quite a lot of people in the third-grade ultimate god-level yesterday, and he had to admit that the
Bloodshed Clan disciples in the third-grade ultimate god-level had really high combat power. Their
combat power was comparable to those in the fourth-grade ultimate godlevel.

However, this old man before him was obviously not such a master. From the looks of his speed, he
must be a slightly poor trainer among those in the third-grade ultimate god-level fighters. From the
looks of the Chi covering his fists, it was fluctuating between strong or weak. He evidently did not
have strong control over his power.

Hence, Jackie concluded that this old man had just broken through a couple of days ago into the
third-grade ultimate god-level and has yet to even stabilize in his current level.

Boom!



When facing the old man, Jackie did not even use his Chi and directly bumped fists with the other
party.

“How can this be? This young man did not even use his Chi?” A Bloodshed Clan disciple who was in the
first-grade ultimate god-level was so surprised that he widened his eyes when he saw how Jackie did
not use his Chi. They were caught by surprise.

“This guy is definitely suicidal. Haha!” Another female disciple laughed in disdain.

Boom!

However, following a horrendous booming noise, the old man was sent flying backward while he
vomited a mouthful of blood.

Bang! Bang! Bang!

Several trees not far behind the old man continuously broke after the old man knocked into them with
his body.

Puff!

Finally, the old man stopped. He laid on the ground and vomited another mouthful of blood before he
finally stopped moving. He was no longer breathing.

“Oh my god, how is this possible? He killed the Senior Brother with one punch and without even using
his Chi?”

Chapter 1787

The female disciple who looked down on Jackie was shocked that her jaw almost dropped to the
ground after she saw this scene. She could not believe what just happened before her eyes.

“Run! That guy’s fighting prowess is comparable to a fifth or sixth-grade ultimate god-level fighter.
D*mn it! Why is there a person with such high fighting prowess in this forest!” The other man in the
third-grade ultimate god-level immediately yelled in shock and turned around to escape.

However, Jackie moved toward him so speedily that only his shadow was left at the spot he originally
was. Jackie appeared in front of that man and directly attacked him.

Whoosh whoosh whoosh!

At the same time, Nash and the others also started to charge forward. They rushed forward one after
another. Those dozen over disciples were not their opponents and were completely killed within
several seconds.

“We traveled quite some distance deep into the forest last night before we hid away to train.
Unexpectedly, these people had already arrived this far in the forest.” Jackie said as he was checking
the other party’s martial rings after he killed those people.

“Yes. Hence, these people are probably not clear about the situation in this forest.” Nash nodded.

After putting away the things they obtained, Jackie and the others continued their journey. They soon
traveled toward another place where noises could be heard.



Not long after Jackie and the others left, 20 more disciples of the Bloodshed Clan once again
appeared at the scene that they just left.

“How could this be? Two people in the third-grade ultimate god-level have died?” A woman in the
fifth-grade ultimate god level had a darkened expression on her face as she looked at the bodies on
the ground. She knew one of the men in the third-grade ultimate god-level as they went on a mission
together previously. She had never expected him to die in this forest.

“Senior Sister, it looks like the people of the Nine Armies secretly sent people to help them. If not, it’s
impossible for these dozens of people to be killed by them!” One of the men thought about it and
walked forward to speak to the woman wearing a red dress.

“Yes, if that’s the case, everybody needs to be careful. This time, our opponent isn’t just those people
who entered from the abandoned world, members of the Nine Armies have also entered the forest.”
The female disciple nodded and soon waved her hand to gesture for her people to leave together.

“Jackie, there’s no need for us to rescue this group of people!” When Jackie and the others once again
arrived near to where the fighting noises were, a playful smile appeared at the corners of Nash’s
mouth after he took a look.

There were a large number of people in front of them and there were at least 7000 to 8000 people.
These 7000 to 8000 people were being hunted by more than 100 Bloodshed Clan disciples.

“Haha…We can just ignore these people from the Hall of Divine Royal. This Hall of Divine Royal has
quite a large number of people and the families or forces from the seas basically listen to them.
Unfortunately, they are fated to not gain any benefits by following us into the area. Instead, all of
them are going to die here!” Jackie was emotionless as looked at the Hall of Divine Royal’s members
being killed, one after another. With a wave of his hand, he led his people toward another direction
where fighting noises were coming from.

“This is great! It’s Randall, Shelby, and the others!” Jackie was delighted when he took a look from far
away as these were people from the Tudor Family. They did not run into any members of the Tudor
Family these couple of days and Jackie was worried that almost all of them had died. Unexpectedly,
they met around 3000 members of the Tudor Family that were being hunted by the Bloodshed Clan’s
members.

The Tudor Family had always had a good relationship with the White family and spoke on behalf of
them. Randall even treated Jackie as his older brother.

Jackie never thought that they would finally bump into these people here.

Chapter 1788

The current Randall had actually broken through to the peak stage of the true god level, and he was
only one step away from the first-grade ultimate god-level.

Jackie remembered that when he first entered the place, Randall was only at the late stage of the true
god-level, and it had not taken him long to break through to the peak stage of the true god-level.

Nonetheless, what surprised Jackie the most was that the head of the Tudor Family, as well as several
other elders, were still at the peak of the true god-level; none of them had broken through to the
ultimate god realm yet.



Fortunately, the people who were chasing them were not of high fighting prowess; they had fewer
people and among them, only two were first-grade ultimate god level fighters. Therefore, Randall and
his people were able to hold on for a while.

“Dang it! If this goes on, we will be in huge trouble! Those two first-grade ultimate god-level fighters,
we can’t win against them at all! We are only capable of killing some of the true god and demi-god
level fighters at most!”

One of the elders, after casting out another martial technique, turned his head and looked at Shelby,
his face solemn. “Master Tudor, we should split up and escape. We’ve lost another two to three
hundred men in such a short time! If this continues, we’ll be completely eliminated by them!”

“They’ve lost dozens of men as well, and only around three hundred men are left. I’m so furious! They
killed so many of us! Should we just stay on and fight them to death?”

Randall clenched his fists tightly; rage glowed in his bloodshot eyes. His heart felt as though it was cut
open when he saw his fellow Tudors being brutally killed by the other party.

“Randall, we can’t act impulsively. Let’s listen to the First Elder. We’ll split up and escape. This way, we
have chances of survival! Where there is life, there is hope, right? It took us so many days of hard work
to get in here, and there is a way for us to break into the ultimate god-level here!”

Shelby persuaded Randall while she was fighting the enemies. She hated these Bloodshed Clan
b*stards as well, but she and her people had no other choice. If this situation continued, the entire
Tudor Family would be annihilated. Perhaps, at most, only a few of them would be able to survive.

“Mom, look! It’s Big Brother!”

Randall’s heart was filled with despair, but just as he raised his head, he saw Jackie flew over with
several people.

“Huh? Big Brother? What Big Brother?”

Shelby stood frozen for seconds before she immediately wheeled around and looked. “It’s Young
Master Jackie! Oh my god! Master White and the others are here, and even The Saintess Melody is
here! I hope a few of them have broken into the ultimate god-level! If they really did, they’ll be able to
hold up these b*stards for us to escape!”

She exclaimed, her tone trembling.

Randall, on the other hand, was confident. “Brother Jackie is naturally talented in martial arts. If
everything went smoothly, he must have already broken into the ultimate god-level! Moreover, his
combat prowess has always been very powerful, even if he did not break into the first-grade ultimate
god-level, he would still be able to stall those two b*stards! Then we will join forces, find the right
timing and attack the other party! We may be able to kill them instead!”

After listening to Randall’s analysis, Shelby and several elders were filled with hope once more; their
eyes lit up and their spirits were lifted. Randall was right! As long as there was someone who could
hold those two b*stards back, it would be so much easier for them to win this battle!

“Haha! Thank God, Master Tudor, we’ve finally found you!”

Nash and Jackie flew over and stopped in front of Shelby, whereas Kenneth, Titus, and some other
Whites flew over to help the Tudors in the battle.



“Master White, it’s so great to see you! I wonder if any of you have broken into the first-grade ultimate
god-level yet? The other party has two first-grade ultimate god-level fighters; it’s too hard for us to
deal with! None of us here have broken through to the ultimate god realm! Sigh!

We couldn’t find the martial technique, and the one time we finally found it, it was being guarded by
those ultimate god-level fighters. We don’t dare to fight them to snatch the martial technique!”

Shelby asked. She was helpless and anxious at the same time, fearing that even if Jackie and the
others had come over, they would still not be able to help with the situation.

Chapter 1789

“Haha! Just wait and see!”

However, Nash looked completely at ease, unconcerned. Instead, he laughed and pointed over the
battlefield and said casually.

Shelby immediately turned her head and looked over. What happened before her eyes shocked her, as
well as the rest of the Tudor Family members. Those two first-grade ultimate god-level fighters were
killed by Kenneth and Titus within minutes; they could not even defend against Kenneth and Titus.

“Holly-molly! Which level are they at now? It’s not even first-grade, right? Their Chi energy is gold in
color! And it’s denser and richer than the other party’s Chi energy!”

Shelby gasped at the scene, and she looked at Jackie with an expectant look.

Moreover, Titus, Alejandro and others were overwhelmingly strong and powerful as well! They were
obviously ultimate god level fighters!

Only then did Jackie smile warmly and answered, “They’re all at the third-grade ultimate god-level.
Melody is a second grader and I’m a fourth-grade ultimate god level fighter.

“What? You’re in the fourth-grade ultimate god-level already?”

Shelby’s voice immediately raised to the soprano vocal range; in total shock and excitement rose in her
like a tide. They had been desperately looking for a way to break through to the ultimate god-level
these days but to no avail. Yet, Jackie had already broken into the fourth-grade ultimate godlevel! The
gap between them grew even wider now.

“How is it possible? How long has it been since you entered this place? Have you been cultivating all
this time? But it’s impossible, right? Even if you’ve been cultivating, it’s impossible for you to reach the
fourth-grade in such a short time!”

Randall’s forehead knitted together. After thinking about it again, he then said in a surprised tone,
“Could it be that you guys have picked up some kind of treasure or martial technique that allows you
to improve your martial level quickly? A. treasure like, perhaps, what thousand year-old miracle
water?”

“Haha! It’s nothing like that! And there’s no such powerful treasure!”

Nash did not know whether to cry or to laugh at Randall’s guess. “We were able to break through so
quickly because Jackie became a third-grade intermediate alchemist! He’s really talented in terms of
alchemy! A master I would say!” He explained.



“Really? How powerful is that! If you take in a third-grade intermediate-level pill, you must be able to
improve your martial level by quite a bit too, right? As long as there is time, you’ll definitely improve
your martial level in a short time again!”

Envy flooded Shelby’s eyes after hearing Nash’s explanation.

At this time, Jackie flipped his palm and took out two books containing martial techniques, and then
he handed them to Shelby and Randall. “We managed to get these martial techniques after we killed
some disciples of the Bloodshed Clan. Heh! There are many techniques inside, and these techniques
helped a lot. Take it and acquire it. Try to break into the ultimate god-level as soon as possible!”

“I… Young Master Jackie, this is too precious! We can’t take it!”

Tears shimmered in her eyes as Shelby spoke in a trembling voice.

“Nah! It’s totally fine! We’re friends! Just take it!”

Jackie chuckled warmly in return. He then told the Tudors the current situation they were in from
head to toe. “You guys just follow what I said, go straight to the top of that mountain, our big group
will be waiting for you there. The people of the Supreme Clarity Sect and the Divine King Sect have
also gone over. After you guys have arrived, please seize the opportunity to break through to the first
grade ultimate god-level. If we can increase the number of ultimate god-level fighters, it would be
beneficial for us. After all, we might have to go into a tough war soon!”

Chapter 1790

“Then-then I thank you, Young Master Jackie!”

Shelby nodded her head. She knew the gravity of the situation; the gap between the first-grade
ultimate god-level and the peak of the true god-level was too big.

The two looked like there was just that much difference between their cultivation levels, but there
was a gigantic gap in terms of fighting prowess. After all, one’s Chi who was at the first-grade ultimate
god-level was not the same as before, as it was extremely pure and contained a tinge of gold. The
explosive power of that sort of Chi could not be matched by the explosive power of Chi at the peak of
the true god level.

“There are so many people here! My goodness. The battle has ended. I didn’t think that our people
would die!”

Yet at this moment, a group of disciples from the Bloodshed Clan came over. Four or five hundred of
them, and ten of them who were at the ultimate god-level. There were also those who were at
second-grade or third-grade, and the leader was actually a fifth-grade ultimate god-level fighter.

Kenneth and the others, who had already finished gathering the spoils of war, immediately came by
Jackie and the others’ side. All of them looked forward with serious expressions.

“There’s a lot of them. Seems like there are definitely a few who have broken into the ultimate
god-level. Otherwise, two of our first-grade ultimate god-level disciples wouldn’t have died!”

A girl who was at the second-grade ultimate god-level huffed when she saw the situation.

They had rushed over when they had heard the sounds of battle coming from the site.



However, the battle noises ended too soon. They had even thought that it must have been the
Bloodshed Clan disciples who had quickly ended the battle, securing victory.

They did not imagine that the ones who emerged victorious were the ones who came from the
abandoned world. These people had actually killed plenty of disciples from the Bloodshed Clan.

“Hehe. No need to think too much about it. Kill all of them and take revenge for our fellow brothers
and sisters!”

The disciple who was a fifth-grade ultimate god-level fighter was a middle-aged woman. After she saw
the corpses on the ground, she just flashed a cold smile and pointed her sword.

Jackie’s expression was still calm when he saw the newcomers. He did not even consider them a
threat.

Instead, he turned around toward Randall and Shelby. “Master Tudor, bring the Tudor Family members
and leave first. There are too many of you left here, it’ll be detrimental instead. If we fight, there will
be meaningless sacrifices. The seven of us will suffice. Just wait there for us like what we’ve said!”

“Alright. Thank you so much. You must all be careful. The Bloodshed Clan won’t be easy to take on.
Who knows howmany fighters they have!”

Shelby knew that her people would not be much help if they stayed behind. For them, they needed to
allow those who were at the peak of the true god-level to break into the first-grade ultimate god-level.
They also needed those who were at the advanced stage of the true god-level to break into the
first-grade ultimate god-level as soon as possible. That way, if they truly got into another battle, the
gap between them and their enemies would not be so obvious.

“Careful, Big Brother. We’ll take our leave first! Don’t worry. We’ll remember your words and get
there as soon as possible. And make a breakthrough as soon as possible!”

Randall looked at Jackie and led the people away.

“Leaving so soon?”

A man who was a second-grade ultimate god-level fighter was furious when he saw so many people
turning around to fly off. He slashed a wisp of Chi forward.

Jackie gave a wan smile when he saw this. He waved his hand and sent a wisp of Chi flying out as well,
easily taking on the other party’s attack.

“Sh*t. They actually have such a powerful person among them?”

The man who was a second-grade ultimate god-level fighter immediately turned serious when he saw
this, his expression darkened.
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